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Getting Started with Quartus Prime 
Written for EE241 Digital Design 

John Gilmer 
April 6, 2017; revised April 12, 2018 

 
Starting the program (for a new project):  

Go to Programs and start:  Quartus Prime (was Quartus II) Web Edition 16.1. (Altera is 
part of Intel now.  Don’t be confused by seeing Intel, Intel folders.)  Or “Lite” edition, 17.1 now. 

   
 

 You should end up in the startup window: 
 

 
 
Choose from File menu: New Quartus II project  (Or New Project Wizard). 

Give your directory name, top level entity: choose a good place to put your files.  The name of 
the project and the “top level entity” (the top file in the project) must match. 
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On next screen, you’ll create an empty project. 
On following startup dialog, you can add files that you may have created in earlier 

projects.  Or you can get files from elsewhere (intellectual property). For this demo, leave empty. 
You finally get to a dialog where you specify the FPGA device.  You first have to select 

the “Device Family.”  Our device is a “MAX II” device.  We are using the EPM240T100C5N.  
The final “N” (package) isn’t shown on the list, it’s just ….C5.  Select that.  (Notice it’s 3.3V.) 
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(OK, the MAX II family may not be on your list of families.  That means you need to go 
to the Altera site and get it.  There’s a place where you can click on “Device Support Page.”  
That brings you up in a browser on the Altera support site.  Find on the table “MAX II” and click 
on the button for “Latest Supported Quartus Prime / II Version (Lite/Web).”  You have to log in 
and try to navigate the password stuff to get in.  Good luck!  It took a long time, but I finally got 
Quartus (web edition) 16.1 with support for Max II.  It should still be there for 17.1.) 

On the following screen, you can take the design tool defaults, but go to “none” for 
simulation (for now) Or you can leave it on “ModelSim”.  (Don’t put it on ModelSim – Altera 
unless you want to use VHDL.  We won’t – we’ll use Verilog instead.) 

Now you will get a summary, and you can “Finish”. 
You will see that you get a new project and a new “top level entity” in the Project 

Navigator with the name of your project.  (I borrowed this picture.  I’m using “EE241start.”) 
 

 
 
Connecting to the FPGA pins: 

Now you need to establish connections between the names of symbols you will use for 
signals and the pins by which you get those signals in or out of the chip.  There are different 
ways to do this.  Below is the simple (but labor-intensive) method.  Which pins to use?  Well, 
look at the connectors (P1, P2, P3, P4) on your FPGA project board.  I’m going to use P1 so that 
power and ground are conveniently available.  That means the other device pins (conveniently 
brought out to P1) are: #54-58, #61, #66-76.  What you need to do is associate the pin numbers 
with signal names. 

 
Let’s suppose we want to build the machine: 

  Inputs CT:  Outputs   State purpose 
State: 00 01 11 10 MG MR SG SR   
A A B C A 0 1 1 0 Main Green, no car waiting 
B B B D D 0 1 1 0 Car waiting for clock 
C B B C C 0 1 1 0 Car waiting clock high 
D A A D D 1 0 0 1 Side Street Green, Main Red 

 
So, we have the following signal that need to be brought out to pins: 
Inputs: C, T (clock and treadle);  Outputs: MG, MR, SG, SR. 
 
So, let’s make some pin assignments: 
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C  3.3V PIN_55 
T  3.3V PIN_56 
MG  3.3V PIN_57 
MR  3.3V PIN_58 
SG  3.3V PIN_61 
SR  3.3V PIN_66 

 
So, now before we even start defining the functionality of the project, we will tell 

Quartus what pins we will use and what we will call them using the “Assignment editor.”  Go to 
the Assignment menu and select the Pin Planner.  This is where we can give the pins meanings. 

 

 
 
 Let’s start out with “C” (our timing clock) which will be an input that we will call in our 
design, for convenience, by the same name, “C”. 

So, for “Node Name” we click on the <<new node>> entry and type in the name we will 
have for this signal inside the FPGA.  We will call it “C”.  So, we type in “C” there.  
Automatically other entries appear on the row.  We need to indicate which pin this signal goes 
to.  We type “PIN_55”.  We accept the 3.3 Volt standard (it is compatible with TTL, and this is a 
3.3 Volt device, so we can’t go higher).  The I/O Bank is automatically set.  We can see on the 
pinout diagram above where the pin is; it now has a red dot.  (It’s on the right edge.)  This thing 
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has a 100 pins, but that’s small for FPGA’s.  We chose pin 55 because it is conveniently located 
on connector P1 of our board. 

So far, the direction of the signal (in, out, or both) is unknown.  The direction will be set 
later when we connect the pin to our circuit during the schematic capture phase.  The pins for 
input signal T and the four outputs can be entered in like manner.  You can also edit properties in 
the assignment editor. 

 

 
 
Design using Schematics: 

Now we are ready to add content.  Under the file menu, pick “New”.  We are going to 
create a design file, but we have lots of choices.  Later we will see how to do this in Verilog, but 
for now we will choose to make a schematic.  Choose “Block Diagram / Schematic file”.  And 
hit “OK”.  What you get is a file named “Block1.bdf” that’s like a Pspice or Logicworks blank 
project, ready for you to start drawing components.  When you go to save it, because you don’t 
have a top-level entity, Quartus will want to name this file with the name of project as your top 
level entity.  We accept that (since this will be our only design file, for now). 
 

So, we’ll get some components.  Find the “symbol” tool (looks like an AND gate) and 
we’ll get a latch.  Two of them, since we need four states.  We need to open up the “libraries” in 
the “symbol” window.  Since for this first demo we want individual gates, we will be selecting 
from “primitives” not from “Megafunctions”.  (Poke around and see what sorts of blocks are 
available.)  We pick Individual latches or gates, plop them down, then hook them up just as we 
would do in LogicWorks or ORCAD/PSpice.  What we want is the “dff” part (D flip-flop).  We 
also pick some gates.  Before we do too much we need to design the machine.  With states A=00, 
B=01, C=11, D=10, we get the excitation and output equations: 
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D1 = CT + CQ0 + CQ1  MG = SR = Q1/Q0  
D0 = Q1Q0 + Q0/C + /Q1/Q0T MR = SG = /Q1 + Q0  
 
See the figure below for the built version of this.  A few things to note.  When labeling 

signals, you must select the piece of wire, then the “A” (alpha entry) mode, then type.  You can 
move the label around later.  It should be purple, not green.  If what you get is green lettering, 
that’s documentation, not a wire label.  It’s tricky.  You don’t have to have signals labeled in 
schematic capture, but it’s helpful.  You must identify the pins in a manner compatible with the 
pin assignment.  (Oh, and you’ll need a clock, too!  I used PIN_54. Add it to the assignments.) 

 

 
 

After saving, we hit the “Compile Design” button.  (Or, on Processing menu, “Start 
Compilation”).  It’s the Blue right arrow button shown at the top of tool bar.  Compiling will take 
a while.  After compiling, we will see the pin identities appear on the schematic.  The compile 
process is tracked by “completion” indications as the various stages of the compilation process 
progress.  If there is an error during compilation, the process stops and error messages are given 
below. 
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Programming and operating the circuit: 
At the end (assuming success), you are ready to program the device.  Plug the “USB 

Blaster” into a USB port of your computer.  The computer may need to install the driver 
software; wait for it.  (When I first did that, it crashed Windows 7.  IT fixed it on the machines in 
the SLC238 lab.  Never got around to writing Appendix A on driver installation.  Sorry.)  Once 
the driver is installed, hook the USB Blaster to the FPGA board using the appropriate cable. 

Double click the icon for “Program Device” (or choose “Programmer” on the Tools 
menu).  You get a window for the programmer.  If it doesn’t show “hardware” as USB-Blacter, 
you need to set it.  Click “Hardware setup”.  Select “USB Blaster.”  (If “USB_Blaster is not on 
the menu, the driver has not been installed.  That’s a problem I can’t address here.)  Then close.  
Now you should see “USB Blaster beside Hardware setup” in the programmer window.  So, next 
you need to add the one file that has the compiled FPGA configuration data.  Click “Add files” 
and inside the “output files” folder you will find “project_name.sof”.  Select it and click “open”.  
A diagram will show that you are (default) putting data just into the FPGA.  (The board should 
be powered up – can we do that with a separate 5V supply.  The one from the EE283 kit works.  
Turn on the FPGA board (blue button) and you should see the power LED come on.)  Now, click 
“Start”.  (I had to click power off then on again after getting “fail” the first time.)  Now the 
program should be loaded and running.  Hooking up a clock to pin 54 (you can use the 4MHz 
oscillator) and hooking up a slow clock to C (a 555 timer at less than 1 Hz), a pushbutton, and 
four LED’s (through resistors to ground) should complete the project, and it should work.  
(Below figure from earlier project on different FPGA.  We have a different device.) 
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Second example (Verilog): 
For this demo example, we will program the same state machine, and use the same pin 

assignments.  But we will use Verilog for the “Top level entity”.  (You can rename the schematic 
file “Alternate” or something other than the top level name, move the old EE241Start.bdf (for 
me; use top level file name.bdf) to the trash, then create a new Verilog file.  It’s probably better 
to start a fresh project; changing top level files seems to confuse Quartus.  See figure below. 

 
The names for inputs and outputs need to correspond to the names given in the pin 

assignments.  It takes less time to write this than to draw the schematic.  Also, you don’t have to 
do logic design; you just have to express what you want done.  This is called “Behavioral” 
specification.  Verilog also allows structural specification that’s equivalent to drawing a 
schematic.  We don’t want to do that (in this class).  There are a few things to note in this 
example that are different from previous examples.  (Note: I used active high for MG, MR etc.) 

I wanted to use a series of binary variables for my inputs and outputs rather than vectors.  
But, that meant the way of assigning outputs to states required more than one statement per case 
of state variables.  With multiple statements, you can wrap them between a “begin” and an 
“end”, which is sort of like using curly braces in the C programming language. 

For the state transitions, the use of “if” and “else” statements allows avoiding logical 
operations.  If you want logical expressions, you need more Verilog than I’ve given here.  Below 
are some of the more important Verilog operators: 
!, &&, ||, ==, != logical negation, and, or, equality, inequality (for use inside an “if”) 
~, &, |,^ Boolean functions on variables of not, and, or, xor.  ~& gives nand, etc. 
~, &, |, ^ also work as bitwise operators on vectors. 
Others available include +, -, *, / for arithmetic, <=, >= for compares etc. { } is concatenation. 
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Building It: 
 Once the FPGA is programmed, it can be used as a device in a circuit, like using a GAL.  
There are a few complications though.  One is that the FPGA isn’t in a DIP package; it’s on a 
separate prototyping board.  You need to use jumpers to connect selected signals to the solderless 
breadboard.  See the photo below.  The “upper right” connector (pins 54 to 76) has been used.  
Power is supplied to the FPGA using the 5V supply from EE283.  Power for the solderless 
breadboard is taken from the FPGA board.  (This is the schematic design version.) 

 
 Some things to consider: 
 The FPGA is a 3.3 Volt device.  Do NOT supply 5V to it on any input (or output) pin.  
The pull-up for the treadle uses the 3.3 Volt regulated supply from the FPGA board rather than 
the 5V supply.  The LED’s are “active high”, from FPGA outputs (up to 3.3V) to ground.  They 
could alternatively be put from the 3.3V supply to an output.  You should not connect them from 
the 5V supply to an output. 
 Another complication is that the 555 Timers (and 74xx TTL) need to run on 5V, and may 
output a signal higher than 3.3V.  In the picture, the two 555 timers (a fast one for the system 
clock, a slow one for the timing clock) are powered by 5V coming from the FPGA board.  The 
555 outputs are run through 2 diodes (in series) to a 1K resistor to ground, and the signal to the 
FPGA is taken from the top of the 1K resistor through a 10K resistor to the FPGA in pin.  Also, 
beware!  The switch on the FPGA board turns the 3.3V supply on and off.  The 5V supply 
remains on!  You don’t want Voltages on FPGA pins when the device is not powered.  (I 
currently have the project working using the Verilog design file rather than schematic capture.) 


